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 my website : I have watched the video by Mr.Mabunde and i will do my best to improve my game. I had a problem with my
MAC where i was given a IP that did not match my MAC and i was taken to an unknown website. I had sent a message to Acid
pro tech support but they did not respond and my IP was still banned. I have very little knowledge of the game, however i want
to play this game. I have looked up the manual on google. Can anyone help me on this please. Thanks in advance Reply to this
topic This thread has been locked. For full functionality of our forum it is necessary to enable Javascript in your browser. If
you're not sure about how to do this you will find easy to understand instructions at: Increase a set of characters by a set of

characters? Is there a way to do a string substitution based on another string? I was thinking the way it might work is to split the
string on whitespace, and then increment the number of each character in the string by a set number, and then construct the new
string using the string.join() method. For example: original = "foo bar" increment = 1 incremented = "foo%02d bar" Any idea

of the best way to do this? A: Yes, there is. str.format is what you want. >>> import string >>> original = "foo bar" >>>
increment = 1 >>> incremented = string.format("foo%02d bar", increment) >>> incremented 'foo01 bar' Here's a link to the

Python docs where this method is described: This is how you can do this (although you probably should use str.format instead):
def increase(string, amount): newString = [] for c in string: newString.append(c + str(amount)) return ''.join(newString) print
increase("foo bar", 1) print increase("foo bar", 2) print increase("foo bar", 3) Results in: foo1 bar foo2 bar foo 82157476af
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